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754 B. M. KAPPES

self-concept. High scores on anxiety were associated with a high selection of

negative self-attributes.
In addition, the frequency of negative adjectives also was associated with a

greater number of symptomatic complaints as measured by the Symptom

Check List, Trait and State Atixiery were significantly correlated as expected,

and both were also associated with the frequency of specific anxiety symptoms

on the Symptom Check ~ ist. It seems consistent that feelings of a~iery would
generate negative self-statement and perhaps facilitate a preoccupation with
physical symptoms as a pare of a total neurotic complex.

In conclusion, scores on the Personal Attribute Inventory, the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory, and Symptom Check List were interrelated with self-concept,
ar~iety, and self-report of symptoms. These results further confirm the use
of the Personal Attribute Inventory as a brief but valid self-concept inventory,
particularly since negative self-attributes were associated with as~iery states and
samaric complaints.
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THE CAUSE OF CONTROL MOVEMENTS IN A

TP.ACI~ING TASK

RICHARD MARKEN

Augsburg Colleges

Summary.—The classical cause-effect or input-output model of behavior

breaks down when there is feedback from response to stimulus. Using a com-

pensatory tracking task it is shown that response variations on different occasions
can be neatly identical while stimulus variations on these occasions are com-

pletely unrelated. This result seems to rule out stimulus variations as the cause
of responses which control (stabilize) the stimulus. When feedback exists, the

cause of control must be viewed as an internal reference rather than an external

stimulus.

Itt compensatory tracking tasks a subject is asked to control a cursor, keep-

ing it aligned with a stationary target. To accomplish this the subject must

make responses (for example, vary the position of a handle) to compensate for

disturbances of the cursor's position. Much of the research on this task con-

cerns the effects of temporal characteristics of disturbances on the accuracy of

control of movements (1) . This paper addresses a different question, namely,

"How is this control effected?". The conventional answer is that some aspect

of the stimulus (such as the position or rate of change in position of the

cursor) is transformed into responses (handle positions) which control the

cursor, keeping it stabilized near the target (3, 4, 8) . Powers (5, 6) has taken

pains to explain that, when there is feedback from response to stimulus, such

that there is a closed loop of cause and effect, conventional explanations which

treat stimulus as cause and response as effect are no longer appropriate, The

feedback link between response and stimulus is physically explicit in the com-

pensatory tracking task. The stimulus (cursor) is at any instant both a cause

and an effect of the subject's responses. While researchers have noticed the

existence of feedback in tracking and other tasks (such as operant condition-

ing) , the behavior of the subject is still explained conventionally (2) .

-What seems to be needed is evidence that.the conventional explanation of
tracking behavior fails when feedback exists. Powers (6) has attempted to
provide such evidence, showing that the correlation between response (handle
position) and stimulus (cursor position) in a compensatory tracking task is

typically less than .1 while that betwee:~ response and disturbance is greater
than .99. According to the conventional viQR~, some property of the cursor

must guide responses. However, variations of the cursor are apparently un-

related to responses while variations of the disturbance (which are visible only

via their effects on die cursor) predict responses perfectly. According to

Powers, when there is feedback from response to stimulus "...not only the

1Minneapolis, Minnesota 55454.



7S6 R. MARKEN

old cause-effect model breaks down, the very basis of experimental psychology
breaks down as well" (6) .

Anyone who has watched a subject perform a compensatory tracking task
would find it hard to believe that variations of the cursor have no determinable
relationship to responses. What, besides the cursor itself, could tell the subject
what response to make to keep the cursor aligned with the target? It seems
that there must be some rule that will relate stimulus to response variations in
these .tasks. Rather than attempt to find this rule, an experiment was designed
to test the possibility that any rule might be found relating stimulus to response
when there is feedback. If such a rule exists, then stimulus variations on dif-
ferent occasions should be about the same if response variations on these oc-
casions are nearly identical. It is a simple matter to produce responses that
are similar on different occasions. Since responses are highly correlated with
disturbances, creating the same disturbance ttivice will result in similar responses.
If the conventional view is correct there should be a high correlation between
variations of the cursor on these two occasions.

METHOD

Three male subjects, two students and one faculty member at Augsburg College,
were tested. All were experienced at performing compensatory tracking tasks.

The target and cursor were displayed on a video monitor controlled by an Apple II
computer. Target and cursor were vertical lines, approximately 2 cm long, with the
cursor immediately below the target. The horizontal position of the cursor was determined,
at any instant (actually, every .1 sec.) by the sum of (a) the subject's response (a
number corresponding to the angular position of the game paddle handle) and (b) the
disturbance (a number generated by the computer). Temporal variations in the value
of the disturbance were sinusoidal; frequencies ranged from .025 to .075 Hz on different
experimental. runs. The amplitude of the disturbance corresponded to 70 % of the maxi-
mum possible horizontal deviation of the cursor from the target (about 10 cm).

Subjects were tested individually. Each subject was seated before the videodisplay
and asked to keep the cursor aligned with the target by turning the game paddle handle
appropriately. After several practice sessions subjects were tested in 20 experimental runs
each lasting 30 sec. There was a 30-sec. rest between each run. The phase and frequency
o£ the disturbance were determined randomly for each run. The same disturbance was
repeated on pairs of nonconsecutive runs.

RESULTS AND DISCU55%ON

The results of interest are the correlations between variations of the cursor
on pairs of runs with the same disturbance. fin example of the results from
one pair for one subject is shown in Fig. 1, top. The upper trace shows tem-
~oral variations in the positioa~ of the cursor during the last 20 sec. of one run.
'I'h~ lower trace shows temporal variations in the position of the cursor during
the last 20 sec.. of another run. The Pearson correlation Uetw~en variations of
the cursor on these two runs is .0032. Fig. 1, bottom, shows temporal variations
in the response (the position of the bacre paddle handle) on the same two
runs. The correlation between response variations is .997. Tk~.e phase, anzpli-
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FIG. 1. Top: variations in the position of the cursor during the last 20 sec. of two
different experimental tuns with the same disturbance. Cursor position is expressed in
units of the standard deviation of cursor variations from average cursor position on each
run. Zero corresponds to the location of the target. Bottom: variations in the position
of the game paddle handle during the last 20 sec. of the same two experimental runs
shown above. Paddle position is expressed in units of the standard deviation of paddle
variations from the average position o£ the paddle on each run. Zero. corresponds to
the position of the paddle which keeps the cursor aligned with the target when there is
no disturbance acting on the cursor.

rude and frequency (.037 I~z) of the disturbance were the same in both cases.
For all subjects, the correlation between variations of the cursor on any

two runs with the same disturbance was usually less than .2 and rarely exceeded
.6. The correlation between response variations on these runs was always
greater than .99, often exceeding .f~8. These response correlations occurred
far pairs of runs which were not consecutive. Thus, the subject could not
produce these correlations by repeating from memory the responses made on
the immediately prior run. Also, there was no way for the subject to know
in advance which responses to make to control the cursor (keep it aligned with
the target) on a particular run.

For all subjects, the average deviation of the cursor from the target on
any run was less than 1 % of the maximum possible deviation which could be
produced by the disturbance. 'To achieve this level of control, responses had

Time 20 seconds

Fame a0 secone~s
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to be almost exactly opposite to disturbances. Producing the same disturbance

on ttivo occasions, therefore, results in highly similar responses (Fio. 1, bottom).

However, what the subject actually sees on these two occasions may be com-

pletely different (top).
The data shown in Fig. 1 are rather surprising from the conventional per-

spective. Nearly the same response variations occur on two occasions in the

absence of any congruity between stimulus variations on these occasions. The

puzzling lack of correlation between variations of the cursor on different oc-

casions results from looking at the cursor as the stimulus when, in fact, it is

both stimulus and response. The problem arises from imagining it is possible

to "break intd' the closed loop of cause and effect and view one part of the

loop as cause and another as effect when, in fact, each variable in the loop is

both cause and effect at any instant.

The results of this experiment are not surprising from the point of view

of contxal theory. In fact, a computer simulation of a single-level control

system (7) produced results similar to those of the human subjects (a low

correlation between variations of the cursor on different runs with the same

disturbance) . The only random element in the simulation was the starting

position of the handle for the game paddle.

The cause of control (the almost perfectly stabilized position of the

cursor) in this tracking task must be viewed as being inside the subject, not in

the stimulus which is being controlled. This can be seen most clearly if the

subject is asked to vary the position of the cursor in an arUitraxy manner. The

cursor will be controlled at different positions as evidenced by the fact. that

responses resist disturbances which would tend to move the cursor from these

positions. The subject is acting as a control system with a varying internal xef-

erence for the position of the cursor. The internal reference, not the cursor

itself, controls the position of the cursor. Powers (5) described a theory to

account for the variations in internal references in living control systems.
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PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES OF NONHUMAN OPERATORS
IN A MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMl

ROBERT J. JAEGERZ

Brooks Air Porce Base, Texas

Summary.—The requirement for a credible monkey-man extrapolation in
the area of manual control systems led to the investigation of the predictot-
operator phenomenon in rhesus monkeys performing in a manual control
system. Two monkeys were trained to proficiency in a single-axis visual com-
pensatory manual control system using a random (unpredictable) system
input. Data were obtained for system performance in the random case. The
system input was then changed to pure sinusoidal (predictable). Data were
obtained for the sinusoidal case and compared with data for the random case.
Unlike humans, monkeys were not able to improve system performance in
the predictable versus unpredictable case.

One of the unique properties of the human operator in manual control
systems is the presence of apredictor-operator. It is well known that the use of
single sinusoids as inputs to manual control systems with pursuit type displays
will yield, upon analysis, a different operator describing function than would
be obtained if an unpredictable input were used (Stark, 1968) . This is because
the human operator is able to sense the periodicity of the input and ester what
has been termed the synchronous tracking mode. In this mode, a predictor-
operator improves system performance above the levels that could be achieved
with aperiodic inputs. This performance change is most dramatically seen in a
general raising of the phase portion of the bode diagram of the system describing
function (Stark, 1963; Sheridan &Ferrell, 1974).

'i'he extent to which rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) may be used as
analogs of human operators in manual control systems depends largely on exper-
imentally verified inter-species similarities. Only limited data exist on monkey
operators in manual control systems (Pains, Pauls, Soye, &Mein, 1974; Newsom,
Jaeger, &Bachman, 1976) , and credible monkey-man extrapolations are still
under development. Monkey-man extrapolations are of vital importance to the
survivability/vulnerability program of the United States Aix Force School of
Aerospare Medicine. The purpose of this program is to enable the prediction
of the aircrew's performance in a radiation environment based on extrapolations
from lower species (Albanese, 1973). As part of this program, the present
study proposed to determine if apredictor-operator similar to that seen in
human operators was also present in rhesus monkey operators. The presence

1The research reported in this paper was conducted by personnel of the Radiobiology
Division, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Aerospace Medical Division, AFSC,
United States Air Force, Brooks AFB, Texas.
2The author is now at the University of Illinois, Chicago. Reprint requests should be
sent to Dr. Donald N. Fairer, USAFSAM/RZW, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235.


